
Benchtop and splashback in LAMINATE Tunisia Stone Matera.

Avellino doors in MELAMINE Notaio Walnut Woodmatt.

Shelving in MELAMINE Black Matt.

Bevel Edge drawers in VENETTE Cinder with Copper Leaf Matt rails.

polytec’s innovative Benchtops range contains over 150 realistic stone structures, woodgrains 

and neutral solid colours and remains unrivalled in the decorative surfaces industry.

The Woodmatt laminates match the perception of authentic timber in both look and feel. The 

new range of polytec timber prints blend the old familiar timbers with new neutral coloured 

tones to evoke the feeling of warmth and comfort. polytec’s Matera range combines the 

cool appearance of honed stone in beautiful marble, travertine and cement style prints with 

an easy care, super matt finish. 

polytec’s latest Smooth finish is made to reflect a soft to touch finish with slight reflectance 

values, providing easy maintenance. This finish is made to elevate a base laminate to 

something far more superior and luxe. Smooth is luminescent and complements the new 

colour range perfectly, enhancing the importance of texture and feel.

polytec Benchtops are offered in three thicknesses and four different profiles to provide 

solutions to every day project challenges and enable maximum design flexibility. 

The polytec colour range is made for the Australian lifestyle, holding perpetual value, and 

creating a new journey towards sustainable design. The complete array of stone structures 

and woodgrain benchtops are represented with precision, true to natural materials in colour, 

clarity and depth, demonstrating investment in state-of-the-art manufacturing technologies.
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polytec Laminate
BENCHTOPS



Benchtop in LAMINATE Calacutta D’oro.

Bar panels in RAVINE Notaio Walnut and Athena Stone .

Stools in RAVINE Distressed Wood with contrasting black 

edge.

Benchtop in LAMINATE Bernini Marble.

Doors and panels in MELAMINE Natural 

Oak Matt.

BENCHTOPS Marble range polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure. 

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.my.

polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure. To 

view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.my.

Dark coloured surfaces will show fingerprints and require more care and maintenance than lighter coloured surfaces. 

It is recommended to test a product sample prior to colour selection.

BENCHTOPS Solid range

Calacutta D’oro

Portland Stone

Alicante Stone 

Marmo di Monte

Desideria Marble Athena Stone

NEW

Cosmic Granite NEW
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White

Classic White

Oyster Grey

Argento Stone

Greystone

Feldspar Shimmer

Nero Granite

Black
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ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY

polytec laminate is committed to an eco-friendly and sustainable environment. It is an intrinsic part 

of the way we do business daily. Our decisions are made so that they have minimum negative 

impact on the environment.

Subtrate board products are manufactured from HMR MDF, or with particleboard.

Low VOC products and Green/ Environmental certificates will assist your company in gaining 
LEED certification 
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Calacutta Grey


